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ABSTRACT 
 
The mass spectra of strange baryons resonances  calculated within 
the framework of a hypercentral constituent quark model. The 
confinement potential is assumed as a combination of coulomb 
like term, a linear confining term plus a harmonic oscillator 
potential. We study the symmetries of baryon spectrum using a 
very simple approach based on Gursey - Redicati mass formula. 
The results of mass spectra of strange baryons resonances is found 
to be in excellent agreement with the experimental values reported 
by particle data group over other theoretical model predictions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 During last few years a significant 
experimental progress has been achieved in 
studying the baryon properties. Different 
versions of constituent quark models1-5 have 
been proposed for the description of baryons 
in the last decades. These models have in 
common fact  that the three quark interaction 
can be separated by two parts: The first one 
containing the confinement interaction is 
spin and flavour independent  and it is 
therefore SU(6) invariant ,while the second 
violates the SU(6) symmetry. 

 In this paper we study the 
symmetries of baryon spectrum using a very 
simple approach based on Gursey - Redicati 
mass formula6 .The model propose is a 
simple constituent quark model, where the 
SU(6) invariant part of the Hamiltonian is 
the same as hypercentral  constituent quark 
model7 and where the SU(6) symmetry is 
broken by Gursey- Redicati  inspired 
interaction. 
 

Theoretical Model  
 

 The model Hamiltonian for the 
strange baryon is expressed in terms of the 
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Jacobin coordinates ),( λρ as well as 
hypercentral coordinates are (r) as be written 
as 
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For the complete description of  strange 
baryons, we have considered an interaction 
potential of the form 
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Where )(.. rV oh  is a added  six dimensions 

harmonic oscillator potential, which has a 
two body character, and turns out to be 
exactly hypercentral. 
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)(. rVconf   is hyper- linear term gives rise 

quark confinement 5 due to large separations.  
 

krrVconf =)(.                (4) 

 
)(. rV hyc is a six dimensional hyper 

coulomb potential8 which is attractive for 
small separations.  
 

1
. )( −−= rrV hyc τ                  (5) 

 
where τη andkK O ,,   are constants. the 

quark potential V, is supposed to depend on 
hyper radius  r only, that is to be 
hypercentral. Therefore V=V(r) is in general 
a three body potential, since hyper radius r 

depends on the coordinates of all three 
quarks. The following analytical solution of 
potential is employed9 .The energy eigen 
values  for the mode 0=ν and grand 
angular momentum γ  are given as follows. 
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and the ground state normalized 
eigenfunctions are given as 
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Similarly we can continue for other modes 

......).3,2,1( =ν  
The hypercentral constituent quark model is 
fairly good for non strange baryon spectrum 
but in some cases splitting within  the SU(6) 
baryon multiplets is provided by Gursey - 
Redicati mass formula10 
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where 0M is the average energy value of the 

SU(6) multiplets, S is the total spin, Y is the 
hypercharge and T is the total isospin of 
baryons. Eq.(8) can be written in terms of 
Casimir operators in the following way 
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where )]2([)2([ 22 IS SUandCSUC  are the 

SU(2) (quadratic) Casimir operators for spin 
and isospin, respectively, and  )]1([1 YUC  is 
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the Casimir for U(1) subgroup generated by 
the hypercharge Y. 
 

Giannini et al. considered a dynamical spin-

flavor symmetry )6(SFSU 11 and describe 

the symmetry breaking mechanism by 
generalizing Eq.(9) as 
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It is a conditional generalized G R mass 
formula. Therefore, the  strange baryon 
masses are obtained by three quark masses 

and the eigen energies(νγE ) of the radial 

Schrödinger equation with the expectation 

values of GRH  as 

 
 

><++∑= GRq HEmM νγ            (11) 

 
where qm∑ are the constituent quark masses. 

for calculation the constituent quark masses 

are assumed ( mmm du == ). In eqn. (11), 

GRH is in the following form. 
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The expectation values of  

GRH , )( >< GRH , 

is completely identified by the expectation 
values of Casimir operators12. For 
calculating the baryon masses, we choose a 
limited no. of well known strange 
parameters13. 

Table 1. Parameters in the model 
 

Parameter Value 
A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

m 

τ  

ω  

0K  

-7.92 MeV 

2.33 MeV 

37.6 

- 196.9 MeV 

51.3  MeV 

285 MeV 

4.39 1−fm  

0.47 

0.21 MeV 

 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
 In the present work, the mass 
spectra of  strange baryon resonances in 
hypercentral constituent quark model have 
been obtained.The calculated values of 
masses for few  states are listed in table 2. 
Although our results of the   resonances ∑

(1940) and other excited states are in good 
agreement with the experimental results but  
while comparing with other theoretical 
models still some problems are found in the 
reproduction of the experimental masses of 
some baryons and in particular for the *Ξ
(1530)P13 and the∑(1660)P11 resonances 
that’s come out above the experimental 
values. The better agreement can be 
obtained by including some other factors 
dependence in the SU(6) breaking part. the 
overall good description of the spectrum 
which we obtain by the combination of 
potentials shows that our model can also be 
used to give a fair description of the energy 
of excited multiplet up to 2 GeV. 
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Table2: Mass spectrum of  strange baryons resonances 

 
Baryon Status State MPDG [13] Mtheor.[11] Mour calc. 

∑ (1193)P11 **** ]0,56[8 2/1
2 +  1193 1193.0 1183.5 

∑ (1660)P11 *** ]0,56[8 2/1
2 +  1630-1690 1703.7 1730.0 

∑ (1670)D13 **** ]1,70[8 2/3
2 −  1665-1685 1798.7 1783.7 

∑ (1750)S11 *** ]1,70[8 2/1
2 −  1730-1800 1798.7 1786.4 

∑ (1775)D15 **** ]1,70[8 2/5
4 −  1770-1780 1913.6 1893.1 

∑ (1915)F15 **** ]2,56[8 2/5
2 +  1900-1950 1906.4 1841.1 

∑ (1940)D13 *** ]1,70[8 2/3
4 −  1900-1950 1913.6 1917.6 

 *
∑ (1385)P13 **** ]0,56[10 2/3

4 +  1383-1385 1371.6 1373.4 

 *
∑ (2320)F17 **** ]0,56[10 2/7

4 +  2025-2040 2085.0 2051.4 

 Ξ  (1318)P11 **** ]0,56[8 2/1
2 +  1314-1316 1332.6 1340.0 

 Ξ (1820)D13 *** ]1,70[8 2/3
2 −  1818-1828 1938.3 1918.7 

*Ξ (1530)P13 **** ]0,56[10 2/3
4 +  1531-1532 1511.1 1553.0 

Ω (1672)P03 **** ]0,56[10 2/3
4 +  1672-1673 1650.7 1652.3 
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